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MedScaler is 100% dedicated to scaling MedTech and Digital Health Innovation in the 
Netherlands and Europe.

Culture



Welcome to MedScaler! Do you want to carry responsibility and have true impact in healthcare? Then MedScaler is

the place for you! We help companies worldwide with market introductions, attracting growth capital and

implementing novel MedTech and eHealth products in the Dutch and European healthcare markets. Are you as

passionate about health innovation as we are? Are you curious what it’s like to work in an ambitious and committed

team of young professionals? Explore our company culture book!

Welcome!

At MedScaler, we believe we can reduce the gap between

the possibilities and daily use of innovation in healthcare.

Driven by a shared passion, Nino Bellengé and Robin

Toorneman decided to launch a company 100% dedicated

to help scale MedTech and Digital Health in the

Netherlands and Europe.

This idea increases the adoption of health innovation in the

Netherlands and also benefits scale-ups worldwide.

Entering new markets is an exciting step that can get quite

complex and difficult to oversee, especially when based in

another country. That is why we put a lot of effort in

creating simple and transparent step-by-step process. We

combine our knowledge of the healthcare system with

validated, first-hand information from our network of

healthcare experts. We really aim to simplify market

introductions for our clients.

We Love Health Innovation

The Founding Story



Our clients

Innovative software 
or hardware

Aimed at improving 
health(care)

B2B professional care 
organizations

SME’s ready to 
deliver

Healthy Mind

Munevo Drive

N-Vibe

Healthy Mind is an evidence-based therapeutic VR-tool that alleviates pain
and anxiety, reduces drug consumption and enhances patients’ recovery.
The innovative medical device transports patients into a 3D visual and
auditory experience to journey through the natural environment of their
choice. Based in France, Healthy Mind is already in use in numerous
hospitals in multiple EU countries.

Munevo is a German MedTech startup that developed the Munevo Drive, a
smart glass-based solution that helps people with disabilities to get mobile
independently. With its intuitive operation, the patients are able to control their
wheelchair with only head movements, improving their life immensely. Munevo
has recently teamed up with MedScaler to perform an initial market exploration
in the Dutch healthcare market, where more people with disabilities can
contribute from this innovation.

N-Vibe is a French start-up that developed a navigation solution for the blind
and visually impaired, guiding the user through vibrations by means of two
small smart bands. The innovation allows them to focus on surrounding
sounds and facilitates easier access to unknown routes. MedScaler performed
the Market Validation, Get Scaled, and the Reimbursement Module in both
the Dutch and Flemish market for N-Vibe



How we roll

Knowledge sessions

The Level-Up Program

Once every month, a knowledge session is organized to expand our
knowledge. The subjects of these sessions vary: from the
healthcare systems in the US to a VR-experience workshop, you
name it.
If you are enthusiastic about sharing knowledge with your
colleagues, you can even be the speaker! You can always request a
specific subject for the knowledge session if you feel you need to
know more about a specific topic. Through these sessions, we
continuously learn.

MedScaler is focused on continuous improvement, on all fronts. Our
efforts to continuously improve our company, our performance and
ourselves, we have developed the “Level-Up program”. One of the
topics on the agenda is: what can we do better? We discuss inspiring
ideas with the team and if voted, we log the idea in Asana and
appoint someone to execute it.



Team Overview

Weekly 
check-in 

During my weekly one-on-one meeting with my supervisor, I discuss how I’m doing,
what the status of my projects are and to get feedback on my work. Also, reflecting
on my learning goals is important during these meetings!

9:00
10:00

Calls and 
Emails

I’ve two calls scheduled with innovation managers of hospitals to ask them for
feedback on the newest project and to discuss if they would be open to set up a
pilot project.

Having lunch together is a nice way to break up the day. At MedScaler, 
we always try to lunch together and if there is even tiniest bit of sun, we 

go out for a stroll and get some fresh air. 

11:00
12:00

Lunch 
& Walk

12:00
12:45

Client call 
Healthy Mind

In a one-hour video call, I present my results of the initial market exploration to the
client. I answer questions, explain the next steps and determine the strategy with
client. Afterwards, I take some notes and send an email to thank the client.

10:00
11:00

Weekly 
Meeting The team meeting is our weekly alignment moment. It is important to know what

my colleagues are working on, ask for their input or ask for help if I’m stuck. In the
level-up program, we discuss all new ideas to make MedScaler even cooler!

13:00
14:00

Take some time to slack a bit, refuel on caffeine or breathe in some 
fresh air and get energized for the last sprint of the day! 

Coffee & 
Fresh Air

16:00
16:15

Desk 
Research

Every project contains a fair share of desk research. Some good example questions
that I investigate; How many patients are there? What is the standard of care?
Which competitors are active on the market? What branch organizations are there?

14:00
16:00

Finalizing
Report

I add the final results to the report of N-Vibe, make sure the layout is correct and
ask my colleague to do a final spelling check. Once ready, I draft an email to the
client and ask my supervisor to send it to the client.

16:15
18:00

Gijs Langkamp’s Agenda
Health Innovator

Wednesday



Team Overview

Team Activities

Thursday drinks

Lunching together

Yoga and mindfulness

Bi-monthly team-
building activities

Why MedScaler?

- Robin Toorneman, Chief Operations Manager

The healthcare sector is a dynamic and 
complex field, where real impact can be made. There are 

countless events, hackathons, strategies, startups and ideas, but 
implementation is a crucial step that still lacks behind. MedScaler was 
founded to bridge that gap and get more valuable health innovations 

to patients. And that’s exactly what I love about it. At MedScaler, I 
learn more about the healthcare system every day. I talk to many 

different stakeholders; I work on diverse projects and I rely on a warm 
and ambitious team of young professionals. 

Dream job if you ask me!

”

“



Team overview

Why MedScaler?

Working as a Health Innovator
at MedScaler, you get a lot of responsibilities 

and even manage your own projects from week 
one. Trough the right combination of responsibility and 

guidance, I was able to learn a lot of new skills in a short period 
of time. Being part of MedScaler means working in a small, 

ambitious team where everyone is able to express and 
develop their own qualities in the field

of health innovation and consulting.

“

”- Dorian Dennesen | Health Innovator

Being able to connect people who innovate healthcare with the 
right healthcare professionals, is a very rewarding part of my 

job. As you work on multiple projects, you get to explore 
different parts of the healthcare systems and build professional 

relationships with both clients and healthcare professionals. 
Being part of the MedScaler team means working with people 
who have a passion for health innovation but also help each 
other to develop both on a personal and professional level.

“

”- Mirte Cox | Health Innovator

We Love Health Innovation



Applying at MedScaler

Application Process

CV submission, a short 
letter of motivation, an overview of 

your study results and 1-2 references

1

2

4

What are we looking for

1 2 3 4

You are interested in 
healthcare innovation and you 

have relevant knowledge in 
the field

You have strong analytical 
skills and are able to absorb 

new information quickly

You are accurate,
well organized and 
speak and write in
Dutch and English

You are independent, 
solution-oriented and not 

afraid to take 
the initiative

3

5
First introduction meeting to get 

acquainted, discuss your 
ambitions, talents and experience 

so far

Preparing a case. You will prepare a 
health innovation case at home and 

give a short presentation

Second in-depth 
Meeting to get to 

know you and your 
strengths better

Signing a contract 
and start working

at MedScaler



Are you 
the next 
talent?

Applying at MedScaler

Creative
Innovative

Proactive
Ambitious

Young

Go-getters

Solution-or
iented

Open-m
inded

Game-changers

www.medscaler.com |  jobs@medscaler.com | +31 (0)6 81 92 0565

to become part of the med-scaling dream-team

APPLY NOW!

Stay in touch by following our Social Media Channels:


